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ABSTRACT 

 
Recommender systems are utilized to predict and recommend relevant items to system users. Item could be 

in any forms such as documents, location, movie and articles. The mechanism of recommender system is 

based on examination which includes users’ behaviors, item ratings, various logs (e.g. user’s history log) 

and, social connections. The main objective of the examination is to predict items which have great 

potential to be liked by users. Although, traditional recommender systems have been very successful to 

predict what user might like, they did not take into consideration contextual information such as users’ 

location. In this paper, we propose a new framework with the aim of enhancing accuracy of 

recommendations in user-based collaborative filtering by considering about users’ locations.  
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 

In our daily life when people face with unfamiliar options that they cannot make decision about 

selecting appropriate alternative, often they ask they friends to guide them and help them to 

choose the right thing. Besides that, sometimes, people read the magazines and newspaper 

reviews to make up their mind and make right decision. Nowadays, online recommender systems 

have begun to provide a technological proxy for this social recommendation process [1], in which 

they could be used to determine that if a certain user would like a specific item via making 

prediction, or to recommend top K items (top-K recommendation) to a user based on user's 

preference and analyzing user's behavior. Recommendations and recommender systems are used 

widely in various areas. All systems utilized their own data plus implement standard 

recommendation algorithms according to their needs to optimize their recommender systems.  

Research in recommender systems reflect two algorithmic approaches are utilized in 

recommender systems which are collaborative filtering and content-based filtering.  

 

Collaborative filtering divided to two different types which are known as memory-based 

collaborative filtering and model-based algorithm [2]. 

 

The memory-based algorithm is called as classic approach which provides recommendations to 

users based on utilizing statistical equations. Memory-based approach is mostly used for user-

based collaborative filtering. In [3] researchers, employed user-based method to develop a system 

which was based on Usernet. Their system, allowed all registered users to rate articles based on 

their interest. Gathered rankings from the users were used to make predictions for other users and 
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gave ranked articles to them. Ranks of users for various article compared with each other and 

made recommendations for the users who have similar ranking. The system was based on this 

concept that if users have the same ranking in the past they more likely to have similar tastes in 

the future again. In [4] author establishes a new way to compute the similarity between items. 

They employed set of items as nearest neighbors to make recommendations. The new approach is 

called as item-based collaborative filtering. 

 

Additionally, collaborative filtering can be utilized with various types of model-based 

approaches. In short comparison, in model-based approach user database is employed to learn a 

model which lately helps in making predictions for users, while in memory-based approach 

operations are done in whole user database for predictions [2]. A prediction could be a value 

which is acquired based on calculation about a user. For model-based approaches which are based 

on collaborative filtering two well-known algorithms are Bayesian networks and cluster models 

[2]. 

 

Cluster models utilize like-minded users as clustered classes. In cluster models users' ratings 

determine a specific user should be placed in which class-membership. In Bayesian way titles and 

their values which are allowed for ratings are considered as variables Bayesian network. In this 

way, the recommender system is able to learn the structure of the network which is for encoding 

the dependencies between titles, and the conditional probabilities [5]. 

 

Although collaborative filtering is widely used in industry but it has some issues when it comes to 

recommending items to users. For instance, if a new item is added to a system, the system cannot 

recommend the item to users at first since the item is not received any rank from users. In other 

word, the item will never be recommended unless the item is received rank or finding similar 

items to the current item [6]. 

 

This issue is known as cold start. The cold start problem is just not include new items but it 

includes new users or users who have not rate any items as well. This means that the system 

cannot provide recommendation to new users at first. Another issue happens when a user interests 

is very unique and a system could not classify the user or find a similar peers to the user which 

finally leads to poor recommendations [7]. 

 

The second type of recommender system is known as content-based recommender systems. In 

content-based filtering by contrast of collaborative filtering, items are selected to recommend 

based with comparison of the user's preference which is obtain from user's profile. Basically, 

content-based approach tries to give recommendations to user based on the items that the user 

liked in the past, however, collaborative approach recommends items to a user based on other 

users preferences who have the similar taste with the active user [6]. Therefore, it can be said that 

in content-based approach items are recommended to users based on the item 

description/information instead of other users’ reviews or preferences [8]. Algorithms that are 

used for implementing content-based filtering are standard machine learning methods such as 

naïve Bayes classification which is used widely. In naïve Bayes approach it assume that 

probability of every word event is related to the document class but it separate or independent of 

the word's position and context.  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in the next section a review regarding related works 

on how to consider users’ location to improve the quality of recommendations is provided. In 

section three dedicated to the new proposed framework to improve accuracy in user-based 

collaborative filtering by considering users’ locations in details. Finally, in the last section, 

conclusion and future work are discussed. 
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2.RELATED WORK 
 

The general drawback of the baseline collaborative filtering is that users’ locations are not 

considered in providing recommendations as well as in clustering or grouping stage, since in the 

reality mostly the users who are located in the same location or in near location with short 

distance almost have the same or at least close tastes to each other [9]. Therefore, in order to 

provide better recommendations more in depth analysis regarding the users; preferences required 

by recommender systems [10]. On approach to enhance the quality of recommendation is 

utilizing the users’ locations. This type of recommender systems are known as location-based 

recommender systems [11]. 

 

In location-based recommender system, recommendations are provided by considering about 

users locations such as where they are from as one the important parameter in providing 

recommendations to users. The information regarding users’ locations mostly acquired in an 

explicit form from users [12][13]. Users’ locations can be highly crucial and influential in 

categorizing users according to a specific type of product or even classification based on taste 

similarity. In a work from [14], demographic information (including users’ location) has been 

utilized in recommending books as well as suggesting range of products and services. Based on 

certain situations content-based and collaborative approach might not be able to provide 

recommendation to users particular in a situation when a user is new to the system which this 

phenomenon called as cold start problem [15]. In location based recommendation system is 

constructed based on correlations among system users which up to some extend very close to 

collaborative technique with the difference that type and usage of data inside of the matrix is 

different. The benefit behind demographic recommendation is to reduce dependency of the 

system to track customer history activity which required providing recommendations by content-

based and collaborative filtering [16]. 

 

Among early works in recommendation systems, [17] suggest a method which utilized 

demographic groups from marketing research in order to provide a range of services and 

products. In the method, brief survey conducted for data gathering for user’s categorization. In 

another work by [18], an approach introduced which machine learning was used for demographic 

data classification. Another example of demographic recommender system is LifeStyle Finder 

[19]. In that system which was implemented in the United States, population of U.S divided into 

62 closers according to the people lifestyle characteristics as well as their responses to survey and 

purchasing history which recorded in by the system. 

 

In another work by [20], a new recommender system for tourism industry was introduced which 

was called more Tourism. The system designed based on a hybrid recommendation algorithm 

which provided very useful information regarding tourist attraction to users according to analysis 

of their profiles (location, age, etc.) which included tourist attraction locations, schedule and 

amount of time needed to visit the place. Since, moreTourism designed for mobile platform and 

used mobile connectivity facility, the system helped customers to make decisions based on their 

location, timetable, context and mobility needs. 

 

In the proposed approach content-based filtering and collaborative filtering utilized with taking 

social recommendations into consideration based on provided tags by customers. Tags used for 

establishing customer's cloud tag which held weighted customer's tags based on their ratings and 

compared with all tags provided by various customers. Furthermore, the system established a 

folksonomy as an undirected graph to represent relation between tags. 
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3.THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND PROCESS 
 

As mentioned earlier, the basic idea of this framework is to consider about the users’ locations in 

providing recommendations by using baseline algorithm. By contrast of the baseline collaborative 

filtering approach that does not consider about the user location in providing recommendations, in 

this frame work current user location is considered in which user gets different results based on 

the location. This reflects the fact that if the user changes his/her location the received 

recommended items will be affected because of changing in the location. Secondly, user 

preferences that lead him/her to select an item, and correspondingly potentially generates better 

recommendations based on the user location which increases the locality of the recommended 

items. In addition to that the framework improves the locality of the recommendations in both 

peers selection stage and item recommendations with gathering some information about user 

location and considering about user location in all recommendation processes. 

The framework contains the following steps as demonstrated in the following part, 

1- Reading user profile from the database and keep the user profile in the main memory (for 

memory-based approach). 

2- Applying similarity index function for the user to find the peers. 

3- Adding α for those peers who are in the same place with the active user. 

4- Applying some filtrations on selected peers to reduce and remove non-related peers. 

5- Selecting items for providing recommendations to the active user. 

6- Showing the recommended items to the active user. 

 

Figure_1 (Overview of collaborative filtering process) 

As it seems from the above figure the framework is based on the collaborative filtering in which 

first the users necessary information about the active user will be stored in different database from 

the user profile in memory since some temporary analysis and changes might be applied in the 

user profile which will not be overwritten on the user profile or change it. After copying it, the 

user profile will pass through from peers selection stage, in that stage, firstly, similarity function 

is applied for the active user against other users of the system to find which user has the similar 

taste to the current user. Then peers are selected for the active user. In other word, users will be 

classified in different groups which each group has the users with the same taste. After that, peers 

location will be compared with the active user and those who are located in the same 

geographical location with the active user, their similarity indexes will be increased by adding 

constant value which is known as α. Then some filtrations will be applied to the peers who are 

called threshold-based selection, according to which users whose similarity exceeds a certain 

threshold value are considered as neighbors of the target user [21] and be selected as final peers to 
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give recommendations to the active user based on them. Hence, in this stage all peers who have 

less than 0.5 similarity index (threshold) will be aborted and will not considered in further steps. 

After applying filtration to the users in different peers groups, top peers of the active user will be 

nominated for providing recommendations. Finally, top rated items of the peers who gained the 

highest similarity indexes will be selected for recommendations. In the final stage, those 

recommended and selected items are shown to the active users as recommendations.  

 

In addition to what mentioned in above, the requirements of the systems are listed as below, 

Requirements: 

• User 

• User profile 

• Database of items 

• User demographic location (include in user profile database) 

• Similarity index function (here Pearson Correlation) 

Based on the required data for providing recommendations, the output of the framework would 

be, 

• List of selected peers  

• List of recommended items for active user  

Furthermore, all steps that have been taken in the framework with applying collaborative filtering 

alongside of Pearson equation to provide recommendations are explained in the following list. 

1- Finding peers for the active user. 

2- Gaining geographic locations of peers and active user from database. 

3- Weighting peers based on the location closeness to the active user. 

4- Applying filtration to exclude non-related peers. 

5- Select highest ranked peers. 

6- Recommend items based on top peers ranked items. 

Now in the following section all elements and steps of the framework are explained in details. 

 

3.1.Creating user profile phase 
 

The first step in this recommender system is to create user profile for the process of the 

recommendation. As expressed before there are two types of user profiles are created for this 

recommender system. The first one is created by the user and the second one is created by the 

system to keep some necessary data related to the recommender system algorithms and the 

system as well. In the first user profile, user should explicitly determine his/her geographic 

location and also his/her preferences and his/her mood if the user is interested. The core 

component in the user profile that created by the user is his/her geographical location. This means 

that the user is asked to provide information about location explicitly. Additionally, if the user 

will not provide any geographical location, the system could not apply any locality algorithm and 

locality improvement for the user and hence, the system functions such as standard approach. The 

geographic location allows the algorithm to provide better recommendation for the user with 

using user location in some steps of recommendation calculations.  
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For the system profile the framework scans the database and keeps necessary fields about the user 

such as user location, number of the rated items and list of the rated items from the database. The 

gathered information will be kept in the main memory of the system since the selected approach 

is memory-based. Some changes could be applied in system profile but these changes are not 

affected the user profile and are just useful and utilized for the framework. 

 

3.2.Applying similarity index function 
 

In the baseline approach the recommendations are suggested just by applying the similarity index 

between the user and other users. The following equation demonstrates Pearson similarity 

function. 

 

 

The outcome of the similarity index is a number between -1 to 1 which reflects the lowest and 

highest similarity between the active user of the system here and a user of the system 

respectively. For the above formula, the average rating of the each user is also necessary. This 

average is gained by diving the number of the user rated items to the total user ratings. The 

average of the user rating could be gained offline means before calculating the similarity index. 

For storing the average rating, acquired numbers should be saved in separate table of the 

database, however, offline processing of the average rating has one disadvantage. The drawback 

of this method is if a user rates new item(s), the average rate is changed but in the database the 

old one is stored. The most common solution for this issue is to update the table of average rating 

periodically when the system load is low. Duration for updating is also highly depends to the 

system user and system activeness, for instance, for the news website that daily hundreds news 

could be added to the system and the users are highly active the average time has to be much 

shorter than an e-commerce system. The results of the similarity index of each user is kept in a 

separate table in the database. The selected type for the similarity index could float or double 

since the number has floating point.  

 

Now, if applying similarity index for each active user expanded to the all users of the system then 

for each user of the system one similarity index array is existed. In other word, each user of the 

system is compared with the other users of the system based on the similarity function. For 

instance, if the system contains 5 users then each user is compared 5 times with the other users 

and at the end the overall number of the comparison would be 25 which is the size of the 

array/table that is kept in the database. This array contents similarity number of all peers and in 

the next step, this array will pass through some filtration to remove those users and just select top 

candidates as final peers for providing item recommendations. The below figure depicts the array 

of the similarity index. 
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Figure_2 (Similarity index matrix) 

3.3.Identifies peers that are located in the same place with the active user and 

adding α 
 

In this step of the framework after applying similarity index row of the similarity index from the 

table that related to the active user is loaded to the main memory and copy of it is created, in this 

step based on the system user profiles and the part of the similarity index, it is checked whether 

the peers are located in the same location with the active user or not. If the location of a peer is 

the same as the active user, then the similarity index of the active user is added with α. The 

constant value could be changed based on the many parameter such as the size of the dataset or 

spareness of the database. In fact, the optimal value of α is more depended on the data and the 

users of the system. However, selection high α value could cause another issue in the 

recommendations which is called as overspecialization which all recommended items would be 

just related to the one geographical place. On the other hand, if the selected α value is too low, 

then the framework will lose its efficiency. Thus, the best value of the α could be the average 

value which in most of the cases  is the optimal value of the α in the 

average system. This means that the similarity index of the user who is in the same location with 

the active user is increased by α number which is between 0.25 to 0.30.   

 

3.4.Peers selection phase 
 
In this phase, after adding α value to those peers who are in the same location with the active 

user, those peers who have the similarity index equal or more than 0.5 are selected as candidates 

of recommending items to the active. In similarity index of all peers are compared with that 

constant value and if they are eligible they are selected for the item recommendations. This phase 

of the system is called filtration, in this step those peers who gained low similarity index are 

excluded from the list and be aborted since if they are kept on the system, could cause accuracy 

reduction in the final recommender lists (items). It is clear that a peer who has -1 similarity index 

those not have any common with the current active user and if any items would be suggested 

from this user will not match with the taste of the active user. In addition, the chance that those 

peers with the lower similarity index than 0.5 are rare except in the case that dataset of the system 

is really sparse those users who are involving in the system are distributed around the world and 

the number of the users that are from the same country are low or not existed. In such critical 

circumstances, the framework system automatically detects low number of peers by counting 

them and if the number of peers for some random selected users for sampling will be low, then 

the constant value of the condition will be decreased to give more chance to the users who have 
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lees similarity index to pass the filter. The aim of this step is to avoid starvation in providing 

recommendations to the active user even though that there is not exact match for the active user. 

 

3.5.Items selection phase 

 
This phase is the last calculation phase before providing list of recommendation items to the user. 

In this phase based on the shortlisted peers or top users, ten items are suggested to the active user. 

Selection algorithms for the items selection could be different, for instance in some data mining 

system the value of each recommended items are calculated and the highest rated are selected as 

mentioned by [22]. In another algorithm, the selection function is based on the highest rated item 

of each top peers. For the framework, the second algorithm is applied with little modification to 

consider locality of the items more in the selection. In this step of the framework, highest rated 

item of each user is selected to display to the user but if the number of the items are exceeded 

from ten, then some items should be dropped from recommendation list. Based on that those 

items that are nominated from peers that are in the different location from active user are 

nominated for removing from the list unless their rates are considerably higher than the other 

items. If the ratings among those local and non-local are the same then, non-local once will be 

selected for dropping. 

 

In addition to that the framework also check duplication of  the recommended items before going 

to dropping phase since some items could be duplicated. For instance, two peers rated one item 

high and now the item is selected by the system twice as the highest rated item of each user. In 

such condition, duplicate items will be removed and instead other items will be replaced for each 

peer who has not any item in the list. 

 

4.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper a novel method location-based collaborative filtering framework presented for 

improving the overall accuracy of the recommendations in both peers selection and items 

selection are presented. The system is designed based on collaborative filtering and Pearson 

Correlation Coefficient is utilized as similarity index. Many changes are applied in the different 

stages of the framework in comparison with the standard approach. Besides enhancement in the 

peers selection stage, in selecting recommendations items some improvements have done. 

 

In the proposed method, the geographic user location considered as constant which means the 

user location is not changed constantly over short period of time and it is assumed that the user 

access from his desk or laptop in fixed location over period of time to the news website. For the 

future work, it is possible to add mobile user capability to the method to provide 

recommendations for the users who are constantly change their locations. However, the current 

method may not be sufficient enough for heavy computing due to constant user location change 

and therefore, modification the method to enhance and overcome the heavy computing problem 

seems necessary. Furthermore, in this method user location is acquired from the user profile and it 

will rarely change but for mobile user the user's location could be gathered dynamically without 

any user involvement. 
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